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By:  Mr. Cegielski

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED:

1) How did geography shape society and culture in China?

2) What religious, political, economic and social characteristics 

contributed to the stability of Chinese civilizations

3) What is the "dynastic cycle?" and how does the process work?

4) What were the cultural and technological achievements of each 

Chinese dynasty?

The Geography of China

• Chinese civilization arose 

and developed in a vast 

area, one-third larger than 

the United States if 

Manchuria, Inner Mongolia, 

and Tibet are included. 

• For centuries China was 

almost completely isolated 

from the other civilizations 

by mountains, deserts, and 

seas. This isolation helps 

explain the originality of 

China's culture.
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China vs. the U. S. in Size
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Comparing China & the 

U. S.

China United States

Size 3.7 million 

square miles

3.6 million 

square miles

Main physical 

barrier

Himalayas Rockies

Main River Yangtze / East -

West

Mississippi / 

North – South

Population East Coast East Coast

Connectivity 

problems

North - South East - West
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Geography—River Systems

• The Yellow River (Huang Ho)

periodically floods. In this area, the 

original homeland of Chinese culture, the 

climate is comparable to western Europe. 

• The Yangtze River in central China 

forms the second river system. 

• In the subtropical lands of South China, 

shorter rivers and valleys converge on 

present-day Canton to form the third 

major river system.

• While China’s geography has created 

problems of political unity, the river 

valleys encouraged the spread of a 

homogeneous culture over a greater land 

area than any other civilization in the 

world.
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China’s Provinces and Regions

Northeast

• Has been China’s ―core‖ 

for centuries.

• Capital – Beijing

(formerly called ??)

• Location of the 

Forbidden City —the 

former palace, 

administrative center 

and home of China’s 

emperors

• Industrial center – has 

been China’s industrial 

leader but is losing out 

to southeast

• Agriculture – very strong
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China’s Topography

• Loess – a fine yellow-brown 

loam deposited by seasonal 

dust storms from the Gobi 

desert. Acts as a fertilizer

• Huang He River –

sometimes called Yellow 

River due to the loess

– China’s Sorrow – another 

name due to many killed by 

a flood in 1887.

Southeast

• Fast growing region 

due to mild climate. 

Agriculture has been 

successful and 

industry is growing.

• Yangzi River –

China’s main east-

west ―highway‖
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Shanghai

• Shanghai--China’s 

major port and largest 

city.

• Boom- more economic 

zones have lead to 

growth.

• To move, one needs 

Govt. permission

1. To control population

2. Keep some people in 

agriculture.

Northwest

• Barron 

desert, but 

there are a 

few large 

cities 

(Kashgar –

300,000)
Gobi Desert
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Percentages of Different 

Landforms

Southwest

• Very rugged

• Plateau of Tibet –

high elevation. 

Isolates the region.

• Tibet – Occupied by 

a distinct, traditional 

society based on the 

Buddhist religion. 

They live quiet, 

simple lives.
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Geography Skills: China

How has geography affected China in its relations with the rest of the world?

• Directions: Using an atlas (or the internet) and a blank map, fill in 
the following:

• 1. The three major rivers, sources and courses: Yellow River (Hwang 
Ho), the Yangtze River, and the Xi River. 

• 2. The four major land areas: North, Central, South China and the 
Western Lands, including Tibet and the great desert basins. 

• 3. Any five major Chinese cities with large populations (there are at 
least ten)—Examples: Beijing (Peking), Shanghai, Nanking, Hong Kong.

– Does anyone know which city is the largest (Shanghai)? How many are on water? (all but-
- Peking). 

• 4. a. The name and location of China’s highest mountains: the 
Himalayas, the Altay, and the Tien Shan.  b. The location of the Great 
Wall of China. Draw it in!

• 5. The approximate location of the Gobi Desert (in Mongolia, it covers 
almost 500,000 square miles). 

• 6. China’s coastline: compare latitudes, length of coast with United 
States (over 3,000 miles long). 

• 7. The seas and the ocean touching China: Yellow Sea, East China 
Sea, South China Sea, Pacific Ocean. 

• 8. Ten countries bordering China (see map). Which one has the longest 
border in common with China? 
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Intro to Chinese 

Religions

• Opening Question: 

What purpose has 

religion served for the 

Chinese?

• Chinese Religions  -

Buddhism, Daoism, 

Confucianism

– Daoism and 

Confucianism as 

philosophies rather 

than religions?

OMF International (UK) 20

religion

Secular 60%

Chinese 31%

Christian 4%

Animist 2.5%

Muslim 2.5%
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Daosim and Confucianism

• Daoism – Happiness lies in 

living a harmonious 

relationship with nature

• Confucianism -- Emphasizes 

maintaining proper 

relationships with family and 

the government

Confucianism

• Widely practiced.

1. Based on the 

teachings of 

Confucius

2. People must 

respect laws

3. Parents must set a 

good example and 

children must obey 

parents

4. Must honor 

ancestors
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Buddhism

• Chinese Buddhism —a mix 
of the ideas of Confucianism, 
Taoism and other indigenous 
philosophical systems. 
Originated and spread from 
India.

• Emphasizes reincarnation—
death and rebirth into a new 
life form.

• Through meditation one can 
gain enlightenment --
acquisition of new wisdom or 
understanding enabling clarity 
of perception

• Selfish behavior is the cause 
of all sufferinglive simply!

A wooden Bodhisattva 

from the Song Dynasty 

(960-1279 AD)

Communist View

• Atheism – The belief that ―God‖ 

does not exist. The Communist 

govt. view of religion. This has been 

relaxed in recent years.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Wood_Bodhisattva.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Wood_Bodhisattva.jpg
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Communism Vs. Religion

• 1950’s – Communist leader 
Mao Zedong sends troops to 
end Tibet’s isolation. Many 
monasteries were destroyed.

• Dalai Lama – leader of 
the Buddhist faith. He is 
believed to be the 
reincarnate of 
Siddhartha Guatama 
(Buddha).

• The Chinese government 
exiled him – the Dalai Lama 
now lives in India.

• Xizang – Govt. name for 
Tibet

• Tibetans desire –
Independence

ASSIGNMENT:

• READ AND COMPLETE THE 

WORKSHEET: ―THE THREE 

TEACHINGS.‖

– Learn about the applications of 

Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism 

to modern-day problems!
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• Use this fun 
crossword 
as review!

• Review 

sheet!
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• Review 

sheet!

• Review 

sheet!
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The Shang 
Dynasty
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Think about this!

• Big Concept:
– China was ruled by many dynasties throughout its 

history, including one from outside China, the 
Mongols.

• Essential Questions:
– 1. What is a dynasty and how did they function 

politically and militarily?

– 2. Who were the major rulers during each dynasty?

– 3. What contributions did each dynasty make to 
society?

– 4. What effect did the Mongols have on China, as an 
invading force and ruling dynasty?

– 5. How did Mongol rule affect everyday life for people 
in China, including the strict social hierarchy?

China’s Prehistory

• The discovery of Peking man 

in 1927 (left-reconstruction) 

indicated that ancient 

humanlike creatures with an 

early Paleolithic (stone age) 

culture had dwelled in China. 

• Certain physical 

characteristics of Peking 

man are thought to be 

distinctive marks of the 

Mongoloid branch of the 

human race. Skulls of 

modern humans (Homo 

sapiens) have also been 

found.

Peking Man was a 

Homo Erectus
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A Dynasty that Preceded 

the Shang?

• The people of China's last Neolithic culture, 
called Lung Shan (2500-2000 B.C.), lived in 
walled towns and produced a wheel-made 
black pottery. Their culture spread widely in 
North China. 

• Most scholars believe that this Neolithic culture 
immediately preceded the Shang period, when 
civilization emerged in China about 1700 B.C. 

• Others now believe that the Hsia (or Xia) 
Dynasty, once considered to be purely 
legendary, actually existed and flourished for 
some three centuries before it was conquered 
by the Shang.

The Birth of the Shang 

Dynasty(1570?-1045? BC)

• The establishment of Shang 

rule completed the transition 

from Neolithic culture to 

civilization. 

• Shang‖ was originally the 

name of a nomadic tribe 

whose leaders established 

themselves as  overlords in 

North China. 

• The Shang capital, a walled 

city to which the tribal leaders 

came to pay tribute, changed 

frequently; the last capital was 

at modern Anyang.
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Bronze Age Art

• The Shang people 

developed a mastery 

in bronze metallurgy. 

• The intricate designs 

were achieved 

through the piece-

mold casting process, 

in which molten 

bronze was poured 

into clay molds that 

contained impressions 

of the desired design.

Bronze Art

• Bronze human head with gold leaf H 

42.5 cm Late Shang Period (c. 1300-1100 

B.C.)

• Features: The neck is very long, the chin 

very short. The mouth is thin-lipped but 

wide. Coiled shapes define the nostrils as 

well as the ears, which are pierced to hold 

ornaments. Heavy eyebrows and 

cheekbones accentuate the eyes, which 

are almond-shaped and heavily slanted. 

The gold leaf is applied in a thin layer to 

the front of the head, but not to the eyes 

and eyebrows. The line for the eyelid 

suggests that the eyes are depicted as 

closed.
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Shang Writing

• The Shang’s writing system used nearly 

5000 characters, some of which are still 

in use today. 

• These characters represent individual 

words rather than sounds and consist of 

pictographs.

• Most Shang writing is found on "oracle 

bones," fragments of animal bones and 

tortoise shells on which were inscribed 

questions put to the gods and ancestral 

spirits.

The Use of the Oracle Bone

• The diviner would ask 
the oracle bone such 
questions as "Will the 
king's child be a son?" 
and "If we raise an army 
of 3000 men to drive X 
away from Y, will we 
succeed?" 

• The shell or bone would 
then be heated and the 
resulting cracks would 
be interpreted as an 
answer to the question.
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Government and Society

• Shang kings and nobles lived in lavish buildings, went to 

battle in horse-drawn chariots, and were buried in tombs 

with still-living servants and war captives. 

• Warfare was frequent and the chariot facilitated the 

spread of Shang power through North China. 

• The power of the kings and nobles was based on their 

ownership of  land, their monopoly of bronze metallurgy, 

their possession of expensive war chariots, and the kings' 

religious functions. 

• The kings and nobles had recorded ancestors and 

belonged to a clan. They were the descendants in the 

male line from a common ancestor to whom they 

rendered worship and who was usually a god or a hero, 

but sometimes a fish, an animal, or a bird. 

Religion

 The chief deity--God on High--was the 

ancestor of the king's own clan.  There 

were regular animal sacrifices, and 

libations of a beer-like liquor were poured 

on the ground.

• (Left) Bronze ding (ritual food vessel) 

From China’s Shang dynasty, 12th-11th 

century BC

• This food vessel, which was found in a 

burial site, features two handles and three 

round legs and is known as a ding. The 

main part is covered with squares, each 

studded in the centre. The top register 

shows a taotie, or monster-like mask. The 

taotie design evolved from this ribbon-like 

form to more elaborate styles over the 

centuries. 
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The Meaning of Yin and 

Yang
• Magic was used to maintain the 

balance of nature through two 

opposed but complementary 

forces called yin and yang. 

• Yang was associated with the 

sun and all things male, strong, 

warm, and active. 

• Yin was associated with the 

moon and all things female, dark, 

cold, weak, and passive. 

• In later ages, male Chinese 

philosophers would employ these 

concepts to work out the behavior 

pattern of obedience and 

passivity that was expected of 

women.

Agriculture

• Peasants did not belong to clans and 
apparently worshiped no ancestors. 

• Peasants were serfs, working the land for royal 
and noble landowners.

• Farming methods were primitive, not having 
advanced beyond the Neolithic level. 

• Bronze was used for weapons, not tools or 
implements, and the peasants continued to 
reap wheat and millet with stone sickles and till 
their allotted fields with wooden plows.

• Their gods were the elementary spirits of 
nature, such as rivers, mountains, earth, wind, 
rain, and heavenly bodies. 
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SHANG DYNASTY 

NEWSPAPER ASSIGNMENT
• Requirements:

– 1) Working with one partner and using the rubric below, create the front page for your 

Shang Dynasty newspaper! Your front page should contain at least (2) two 300-word 

articles and appropriate pictures, captions, titles, etc.  You can handwrite it or use 

Word.

– 2) Possible topics/articles for Shang Newspaper: 1) advertisements section for the 

latest Shang tools, technology, and artwork, 2) Shang writing and prophecies on 

oracle bones,  3) Shang religion (a call for worship), 4) Shang kings, government and 

the military.

What does a newspaper’s format 

look like? How would you write a 

Shang Dynasty newspaper?


